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The presented QCD analysis framework, HERAFitter, is an open source PDF fitting tool developed for the extraction of PDFs from the experimental results and for the evaluation of impact of
new data. The framework includes dedicated modules for various theoretical and methodological
options, as well as techniques to account for various sources of uncertainties. It is capable to fit a
large number of relevant data sets finding its application in QCD analyses based on data obtained
at HERA, Tevatron and the LHC experiments.
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1. Introduction

2. Overview of the HERAFitter program
HERAFitter is an open source QCD fitting framework with main application for extraction
of PDFs from experimental data. The program is designed with a user friendly but highly configurable interface and includes a large number of theoretical models. It allows extensive study of
the impact of new experimental data. A detailed information about the project status and available
releases with documentation can be found in http://herafitter.org.
The analysis is based on the χ 2 estimate of how well the theoretical prediction describe experimental data for a given PDF parametrisation. Various ansatz on PDF parametric form can be tested
within this framework. The framework is designed such that a user can plug in his own sets of
data with corresponding theory prediction, adjust input PDF parametrisation form, select a specific
desired scheme for matching the heavy quark thresholds, a calculation order, cuts, etc. The QCD
fit output will provide a quantitative evaluation of level of agreement between data and theory, and
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The parton distribution functions (PDFs) is a research field spurring many of the QCD analyses
of the experimental high energy physics data. While the hadronic interactions cannot be duly described using perturbative approximation, the factorization theorem helps isolating the cross section
components which can be determined empirically. This procedure have to be properly performed
for higher order approximations with possible inclusion of collinear divergences of partonic cross
sections into the partonic distributions.
The PDF extraction procedure in QCD analysis implies fitting the experimental data with
theoretical predictions based on parametrized partonic distributions at a starting scale which are
then evolved to the scale of the measurements using DGLAP [8] evolution equations. The objective
is to utilize as much information from precision data as possible, with an important care regarding
treatment of the uncertainties and accounting for possible correlations in order to improve precision
of calculations.
Several groups are currently involved in the PDF fitting analysis: MSTW [1], CT(EQ) [2],
NNPDF [3], AB(K)M [4], GJR [5] and HERAPDF [6]. Their methods and distinguishing features
are reviewed in [7]. In short, all groups perform global fits of the deep inelastic scattering (DIS),
fixed target and pp( p̄) collider data, except HERAPDF which relies purely on the HERA data and
hence justified usage of the χ 2 tolerance of ∆χ 2 = 1. The NNPDF approach is notable for their
analysis being performed via neural network training is association with a Monte Carlo method to
estimate their uncertainties and minimise the input parametric form dependence on PDFs. There are
other various differences among PDF groups: higher orders counting, heavy flavour corrections,
treatment of αS , etc. The results are being constantly cross checked against each other at the
PDF4LHC working group [9].
The interest of achieving better level of agreement among these PDF groups, as well as an
overall better understanding of the proton’s PDF is driven by the recent results from the LHC could
they be Standard Model (SM) or Beyond SM for which PDFs still represent a dominant source of
the systematic uncertainties.
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if desired, the resulting PDF grids can be obtained. The package contains elaborate plotting tools
for a prompt inspection of the results.
The overall analysis approach is schematically shown in the figure 1. The procedure starts
with reading the input parameters and definition of initial parametrisation at the starting scale Q20 .
Initial scale is chosen to be below the charm mass threshold, as evolution is performed starting
from a three active quarks as required by the QCDNUM [10] program, which performs the QCD
evolution. The minimisation of the χ 2 is performed via the MINUIT [11] package.

The experimental data are introduced as a formatted text tables along with a header that needs
to be adjusted by the user, including e.g. reaction name, data table format and theory parameters.
The HERAFitter program features elaborate correlated uncertainty treatment, which can be presented under various representations, i.e covariance matrix to be supplied in additional data file or
as a table with nuisance parameters. Various types of uncertainties can be handled using following
implemented methods: hessian, Monte Carlo or regularisation, meaning constraining the PDFs in
a flexible parametrisation style.
The current version of the HERAFitter framework allows fitting the following types of
data, potentially containing PDF relevant information: inclusive cross sections from HERA DIS
and fixed target experiments, Drell–Yan, jet production data (ep, pp and p p̄) and heavy quark
structure functions.
The DIS structure functions may be computed directly in a variety of heavy quark schemes
including the fixed-flavour (FFN) and variable flavour number (VFN) schemes. VFN schemes with
various treatments for the heavy quark thresholds include the Thorne Roberts (TR) scheme at LO,
NLO and NNLO [12, 13] as provided by the MSTW group, the ACOT scheme at LO and NLO as
provided by the CTEQ group. The QCDNUM also provides the calculations of the DIS structure
functions in the zero-mass VFN and FFN schemes. The FFN scheme is alternatively available via
the OPENQCDRAD [14] interface in which the running mass definition [15] is implemented.
Another methods of providing theoretical predictions are the interfaces to tools for fast cross
3
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Figure 1: Schematic structure of the HERAFitter program: The “experimental data” block illustrates
variety of processes which can be included into the framework and are matched to the corresponding theoretical calculation illustrated in the block below; after the QCD fit is performed the resulting PDFs together
with theoretical cross sections are provided as shown on the right side of the figure.
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(2.1)

Here µ i is the measured central value at a point i with relative statistical δi,stat and relative uncorrelated systematic uncertainty δi,unc , the quantity mi is the theoretical prediction, γ ij represents
relative correlated systematic uncertainties and b j their shifts. In the case of the covariance matrix,
the χ 2 function takes the form
−1
j
j
χ 2 = ∑(mi − µ i )Ctot
i j (m − µ ),

(2.2)

ij

−1
where the Ctot
i j is the total covariance matrix given by the sum of the statistical and systematic
covariance matrices. In addition, the different approaches can be combined together, e.g. some
systematic uncertainties can be treated using the matrix method, others can be treated using nuisance parameters.

3. Application in QCD analysis of experimental data
The HERAFitter framework is actively used by the HERA and LHC experiments. At
HERA, the results of QCD analyses using HERAFitter are published in the recent combination of charm production measurements in DIS [21] and inclusive H1 measurements at high Q2
with longitudinally polarised lepton beams [22]. The HERAFitter framework has been used in
the QCD studies of the Z and W cross sections measured in ATLAS to determine the strange quark
density of the proton [23]. Another QCD analysis was performed on the inclusive ATLAS jet data
√
√
at s = 2.76 TeV compared to s = 7 TeV [24]. From the theory side, the work is ongoing on
updating the ACOT scheme module (in collaboration with CTEQ group members), inclusion of
photon PDF in QCDNUM (on former a publication is foreseen). The QCD studies of LHeC data
have been also performed with HERAFitter and published in [25].

4. Summary
The HERAFitter project provides a mean for QCD interpretation of the SM analyses of
experimental data with source code freely available under GPL v3 license. It is designed to be used
4
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section estimation, such as APPLGrid [16] or FastNLO [17]. The calculation of the differential (or
total) cross section is performed by convoluting the parametrised PDFs with pregenerated tables of
higher order coefficients (NLO or NNLO). Further corrections may be applied via K-factor tables,
for example NNLO QCD, computed with FEWZ [18] or NLO EW obtained from SANC [19].
Drell–Yan, jet production in pp, p p̄ collisions are the processes for which the fast cross section
estimates are applicable. The HATHOR [20] program interfaced in the HERAFitter can be used
to calculate approximate total cross section of t t¯ production in pp, p p̄ collisions.
Various forms of χ 2 can be chosen in the HERAFitter for the minimisation procedure which
are based on the use of nuisance parameters or on the full covariance matrix. For a single data set,
the χ 2 function is defined in a form
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for a robust PDF extraction and to assess the new data impact on the current PDF determination.
The package contains all necessary ingredients to study the proton PDFs incorporating a variety
of different data processes and theory calculations and is an optimal platform for QCD related
benchmarks.
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